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The majority of articles published in The Journal of Clinical Ethics are subject to double-blinded
peer review: that is, manuscripts are reviewed by
experts who do so without remuneration. Some
reviewers are members of the editorial board of
JCE. Members of the editorial board receive a complimentary print subscription to the journal and
no other compensation.
Double-blinded indicates that reviewers do not
know the names of authors, and authors do not
know the names of reviewers. The names of authors and reviewers are known to the managing
editor; manuscripts are assigned a number, and
their progress through the peer-review process is
tracked using this number. Unless a reviewer gives
the managing editor permission, the reviewer’s
identity will not be revealed to an author or to
anyone else.
Reviewers’ comments may be sent to other
reviewers of the same manuscript, and reviewers
may be notified of the editors’ decision regarding
the publication of a manuscript.
Reviewers must disclose to the managing editor any conflict of interest that could bias their
opinion of a manuscript, and should disqualify
themselves from reviewing a manuscript when appropriate. Reviewers should not use knowledge
of a work before publication to further their own
interest.
Some articles are invited by the editors, and,
as a result, are not subject to blinded peer review;
instead, the manuscripts are reviewed by the editors.
The double-blinded peer-review process typically takes eight to 12 weeks. At the end of this

time, authors will receive notice regarding the status of their manuscript. Typically, a decision will
be one of the following:
• Accepted for publication as submitted.
• Accepted for publication pending minor revision by the author(s) as recommended by the
reviewers.
• The reviewers have recommended major revision of the manuscript before it is considered for publication; the revised manuscript
will re-enter the review process after the major revision is completed; when possible, the
original reviewers will review the revised
manuscript.
• Not accepted for publication.
The editors may accept or reject a manuscript
according to its suitability for and the needs of
the journal.
The editors welcome questions and comments,
which may be sent to:
Leslie LeBlanc (Ms), Managing Editor
The Journal of Clinical Ethics
6 Public Square, Suite 207
Hagerstown, MD, 21740 USA
editorial@clinicalethics.com
(240)420-8850, fax: (240)718-7100.
The Journal of Clinical Ethics has used the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors,
“Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting,
Editing, and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals,” December 2014, in developing its
peer-review process, http://www.icmje.org/icmjerecommendations.pdf, accessed 8 May 2015.

